I am writing to request that close monitoring of the already significant problem of having a CAFO on the Buffalo also include denial of further spreading of pig manure on the ground near the Buffalo and the school nearby this CAFO.

The pollution of the area due to karst topography is far too great already without the added problem of distribution of more waste than is already wrongly being allowed on a water way and tourist area that makes the state money each year prior to this already existing pollution problem.

Farming is an important part of this state. Please assist in helping protect our waterways and canoeing tourist industry as well as the people near that area and the children who attend that school by not allowing further pollution of a large CAFO by approving good farming practices and not those that pollute our state and harm Arkansans. This addition of the CAFO pollution there should NOT be approved.

Sincerely,
Kimberly Pate